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SUMMARY
Prophages, viral sequences integrated into bacterial genomes, can be beneficial and costly. Despite the risk
of prophage activation and subsequent bacterial death, active prophages are present in most bacterial ge-
nomes. However, our understanding of the selective forces that maintain prophages in bacterial populations
is limited. Combining experimental evolution with stochastic modeling, we show that prophagemaintenance
and loss are primarily determined by environmental conditions that alter the net fitness effect of a prophage
on its bacterial host. When prophages are too costly, they are rapidly lost through environment-specific se-
quences of selective sweeps. Conflicting selection pressures that select against the prophage but for a pro-
phage-encoded accessory gene canmaintain prophages. The dynamics of prophagemaintenance addition-
ally depend on the sociality of this accessory gene. Prophage-encoded genes that exclusively benefit the
lysogen maintain prophages at higher frequencies compared with genes that benefit the entire population.
That is because the latter can protect phage-free ‘‘cheaters,’’ reducing the benefit of maintaining the pro-
phage. Our simulations suggest that environmental variation plays a larger role than mutation rates in deter-
mining prophagemaintenance. These findings highlight the complexity of selection pressures that act onmo-
bile genetic elements and challenge our understanding of the role of environmental factors relative to random
chance events in shaping the evolutionary trajectory of bacterial populations. By shedding light on the key
factors that shape microbial populations in the face of environmental changes, our study significantly ad-
vances our understanding of the complex dynamics of microbial evolution and diversification.
INTRODUCTION

Prophages, viruses integrated into bacterial genomes, present a

challenging conflict for their hosts. The ability of a prophage to

revert to the lytic cycle, leading to the production of new phage

particles that subsequently lyse and kill the bacterial cell, puts

their hosts at constant risk of death. Yet, their presence in bac-

terial genomes can also increase bacterial fitness in several

ways. First, lysogens, cells carrying one or more prophages,

are protected from superinfection of bacteriophages from the

same immunity class through superinfection exclusion provided

by the integrated prophage.1 Second, prophages can encode

accessory genes that can modify their host’s phenotype through

a process known as lysogenic conversion.2 The expression of

these genes, whose products often confer a cooperative advan-

tage that benefits all cells in the population irrespective of

whether they carry that gene or not,3 can increase the fitness

of lysogens and potentially surrounding bacteria in certain
Current Biology 34, 1739–1749,
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environments. Lastly, prophages can switch back to the lytic cy-

cle, during which they replicate within the bacterial host cell. The

subsequently released phage particles can kill phage-suscepti-

ble competitors, which enhances the fitness of the remaining

lysogen population.4,5

While the benefits of prophages are evident, they also come

with costs. The expression of viral proteins during lysogenic con-

version can impose a metabolic burden on the host, making the

prophage costly in certain environments.6,7 Additionally, induc-

tion of the lytic cycle, which can either occur spontaneously or

in response to external DNA-damaging stressors,8–11 results in

the death of the bacterial cell. Depending on the rate of induc-

tion, i.e., the fraction of the bacterial population that undergoes

lysis, such events can drive entire lysogen populations to extinc-

tion (Figure S1A). Bacteria can mitigate those costs in several

ways, including the accumulation of deleterious mutations in

the prophage12–14 or mutations in the bacterial genome that alter

phage induction rate.15 Alternatively, bacteria can eliminate
April 22, 2024 ª 2024 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 1739
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prophages from their genomes12,13,16,17 through incomplete

activation or complete deletion.18,19

Despite these mechanisms to ameliorate the costs of pro-

phages, the persistence of functional prophages in a majority

of bacterial genomes, up to 83%,20 raises important evolutionary

questions about the selective forces that maintain or abolish pro-

phages in nature. Specifically, it remains unclear under which

conditions prophages become costly enough to be lost from a

bacterial population, and under which conditions they provide

enough benefits to be maintained. Here, we explore how pro-

phage maintenance and the evolutionary trajectory of lysogen

populations are influenced by the frequency of prophage induc-

tion and any environment-dependent costs and benefits associ-

ated with both the prophage7 and the survival of the bacte-

rial host.

To explore the dynamics of prophage maintenance, we co-

evolved lysogenic E. coli populations carrying lambda pro-

phages, under selection pressures that altered the net fitness ef-

fect of prophage carriage. We found that high rates of prophage

induction selected for fast prophage loss driven by strong direc-

tional selection, resulting in environment-dependent selective

sweeps. The first was a transient sweep during which bacterial

populations acquired chromosomal phage resistance to prevent

reinfections by free phages. The second sweep was character-

ized by an increasing frequency of phage-free cells, with a com-

bined phage-resistant and phage-free genotype rapidly reaching

fixation after approximately 500 generations. Using an empiri-

cally parameterized model, we found that conflicting selection

pressures and prophage-encoded benefits can slow down pro-

phage loss. Our parameter sensitivity analysis showed that pro-

phage loss is largely driven by environmental selection pressures

rather than mutation rates. By revealing how bacteria coexist

with and adapt to prophages, we uncovered a crucial mecha-

nism that drives microbial interactions and influences the evolu-

tionary path of microbial population dynamics and ultimately

diversity.

RESULTS

To study the evolutionary dynamics of prophage maintenance in

lysogen populations, we evolved three distinct E. coli genotypes:

n_lys (non-lysogens), s_lys (lysogens carrying a Lambda+ pro-

phage), and r_lys (lysogens carrying a Lambda+ prophage that

encodes a beta lactamase gene providing ampicillin resistance

[AmpR]) in four different selection regimes for 30 serial transfers.

These regimes imposed varying selection pressures on pro-

phage carriage: (1) a control regime (nutrient-rich broth), (2) a se-

lection regime that selected against the prophage (broth with

mitomycin C [MMC] to increases prophage induction), (3) a se-

lection regime for the prophage-encoded AmpR (broth with

sub-inhibitory concentrations of Amp), and (4) a conflicting se-

lection regime against the prophage but for its encoded Amp-

resistance gene (broth with both Amp and MMC).

Production of free phages varies across lysogen
genotypes and selection regimes
First, we compared the ecological dynamics of bacteria and free

phages between genotypes and treatments. The overall number

of bacteria was reduced on transfer 1 (T1) in populations
1740 Current Biology 34, 1739–1749, April 22, 2024
exposed to Amp and/or MMC. However, population sizes recov-

ered after the first week and stabilized at levels comparable to

the control (Figures S2A and S2B), suggesting rapid adaptation

to the different selection regimes.

In contrast, phage densities varied significantly among selec-

tion regimes (significant interaction in generalized least square

(gls)-model for treatment, genotype, and time: F1, 328 = 26.55,

p < 0.001; Figures S2B and S2C). In the absence of MMC, all

lysogen populations produced amaximumphage titer of 105 pla-

que-forming units (PFUs)/mL on T1 before declining to 0 PFUs/

mL (Figure S2B). This dynamic is not surprising because intro-

duction into nutrient-rich media can initially lead to an increase

in spontaneous induction before the number of free phages sta-

bilized at approximately �10�8 inductions per generation.21,22

In the absence of Amp but the presence of MMC, phage pro-

duction increased from an average of 1.43 106 PFUs/mL at T1 to

a maximum of 9.13 107 PFUs/mL on T8 (Figure 1) before signif-

icantly declining (significant time effect in gls-model: F1, 52 =

4.97, p = 0.03; Figure 1), irrespective of phage genotype (non-

significant genotype effect in gls-model: F1, 52 = 0.64, p =

0.43), over the remaining experiment to an average of 4.3 3

105 PFUs/mL at T29. In extreme cases, i.e., in two r_lys popula-

tions from T22 and one s_lys population from T15 onward, we

observed zero phage production.

This overall reduction in phage production seen under MMC

selection contrasts sharply with populations exposed to the

competing selective pressures, Amp + MMC. While the number

of free phages in all r_lys populations remained stable over time

(no significant time effect in gls-model: F1, 28 = 0.44, p > 0.05;

Figure 1D), we observed strong fluctuations and no clear trend,

across s_lys populations (Figure 1B).

At the end of the experiment, we tested the control popula-

tions exposed to Luria Broth (LB), for the presence of prophages

using an MMC induction assay. The assay confirmed that all

n_lys populations were indeed phage free, whereas r_lys and

s_lys populations remained inducible by MMC at the end of the

experiment.

Decline in phage particles at the population level is
driven by individual cells
The consistent decline in free phages under MMC selection

could be caused by a reduction in average phage production

across the entire population, or by individual cells within a given

population that did not produce any phage particles. To differen-

tiate between these two possibilities, we quantified phage parti-

cle production of 24 randomly selected clones from two replicate

populations subjected to MMC from time points with high (T8) or

low (T29) levels of free phages (Figure S3A). Overall, phage par-

ticle production followed a bimodal distribution (Figure S3B) with

one local maximum at zero, indicating no phage particle produc-

tion, and a second local maximum at 1.64 3 106 ± 2.93 3 105

PFUs/mL, which is close to the average level from the start of

the experiment at 9.143 105 ± 3.193 105 PFUs/mL (Figure S3B).

Considering the change in free phage abundance between T8

and T29 in the MMC selection regime, we observed, irrespective

of the underlying genotype, two different dynamics: either the

population size of free phages decreased from its maximum on

T8 to zero by T29 or there was no phage production at either

time point (Figure S3).
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Repeating the same analysis for 24 randomly selected clones

from two replicate populations subjected to Amp + MMC re-

vealed overall the same bimodal distribution as seen with

MMC samples. However, in stark contrast to MMC dynamics,

phage production in the Amp + MMC selection regime remained

stable within a given population over time (s_lys: t = 5.83, p = 1

and r_lys: t = 0.30, p = 0.618; Figure S3).

This bimodal distribution of phage particle production sug-

gests that the decline in free phages under MMC selection can

be explained by individual cells that have lost the ability to pro-

duce free phages potentially due to the loss of Lambda+ within

their genome.

Prophage loss is accompaniedwith phage and antibiotic
resistance mutations
To elucidate the molecular mechanisms underlying the absence

of phage particle production, we sequenced two clones from

two s_lys and two r_lys populations exposed to MMC or

Amp+MMC, and two clones fromone s_lys and one r_lys control

population at T8 and T29. From these, we identified three main

sets of genetic changes, each comprising one or more genetic

loci, which can account for the observed phenotypic changes

and ecological dynamics in the selection experiment. Strong

parallel signatures observed across populations for each of

these three groups indicate adaptive evolution to the respective

selection regime. To determine the final frequencies of each mu-

tation within every population, we additionally sequenced whole

populations from the last transfer of the experiment (Figure S3C).

The first set of genetic changes involves molecular resistance

of bacterial cells to Lambda+ adsorption through surface recep-

tor mutations (SRMs; Figure 2). This set includes malT, which is

involved in the uptake and utilization of maltose,23 and confers

resistance to Lambda+.24,25 In lysogens exposed to MMC and

Amp + MMC, the frequency of non-synonymous single-nucleo-

tide variants (SNVs), insertions, and non-sense mutations within

malT increased from 75% of the sampled clones on T8 to 100%

on T29 (Figure 2A). To test whether these mutations confer
Curren
phage resistance through SRMs, i.e.,

lambda phage receptor inactivation, we

assessed the ability of 24 individual clones

from two replicate populations from T1–T5,

T7, and T29 in maltose uptake by using a

tetrazolium tetra-chloride (TTC) assay.26

This assay revealed that the frequency of

SRMs via mutations in the maltose
pathway rapidly increased to above 75% within the first 48 h

and reached a frequency of 100% in all s_lys and r_lys popula-

tions treated with MMC and Amp + MMC by T29 (Figure S3D).

The second genetic change involves variations in the presence

or absence of the Lambda+ prophage (Figure 2). In the absence

of Amp but presence of MMC, Lambda+ was lost from all

sequenced clones. This was supported by our population-level

sequencing data, which suggested that Lambda+ was present

at less than 1% in each lysogenic population from this treatment

at T29 (Figures 2 and S3C). This stands in sharp contrast to the

Amp + MMC selection regime, where Lambda+ persisted at

nearly 100% in every s_lys population or ranged from �23% to

100% across r_lys populations (Figure S3C). In all other s_lys

and r_lys populations which were not treated with MMC,

Lambda+ persisted in the bacterial genomes.

The third set of genetic changes includes various genes linked

to AmpR, which did not appear in the absence of Amp. This set

includes SNVs, deletions, and insertions in four different loci:

the multidrug resistance genes marR and mdtC, the multidrug

efflux pump acrR, and the outer membrane gene ompF (Figure 2;

Tables S1 and S2).27–30 Mutations inmarR or acrR reached fixa-

tion in three out of four s_lys populations (Figure S3C; Table S2).

MdtC mutations are present in one of the eight s_lys clones

treated with Amp +MMC (Figure 2). We also confirmed the resis-

tance provided by these four mutations through a minimum

inhibitory concentration (MIC) assay.27–30 We found that these

mutations confer resistance to the Amp concentration used

in the selection experiment (Figure S3E) which explains the sig-

nificant increase in final population sizes of initially Amp-suscep-

tible populations in the selection experiment over time (effect of

Amp on population sizes in gls: F = 120.6; p < 0.01; Figures S1B

and S2A).

Amp targets the synthesis of new peptidoglycan for the cell

wall of bacteria leading to cell death by cell wall disruption.31

We observed several loci that could be associated with AmpR

as they are targeted by Amp such as ftsI, mepS, ddIA, and

pgaB. DdIA, present in one clone and ftsI, present in two clones
t Biology 34, 1739–1749, April 22, 2024 1741
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are for instance both involved in peptidoglycan synthesis.32–34

MepS and pgaB are outer membrane lipoproteins that are asso-

ciated with the maintenance of the E. coli exoskeleton, including

peptidoglycan, and are present in one and three clones,

respectively.35,36

Although not visible at the clonal level, our population-level

sequencing revealed that two out of six r_lys populations exposed

to Amp + MMC acquired mutations associated with AmpR as well

(Figure S3C). These two populations exhibited the highest fre-

quency in prophage loss among all six-replicate r_lys populations,

i.e., over 75% of the clones lost Lambda+ and its encoded AmpR.

This suggests that the chromosomal AmpR (c_AmpR) mutations

compensate for the loss of the phage-encoded AmpR in r_lys pop-

ulations subjected to the Amp + MMC selection regime. Further,

our population-level sequencing of n_lys and s_lys populations

treated with Amp alone also showed Amp-resistance mutations

(Table S2).

Taken together, the genetic changes observed in this study

indicate strong parallel adaptation of s_lys and r_lys populations

to frequent prophage induction—via phage resistancemutations

and prophage loss—andAmp selection—via c_AmpRmutations.
1742 Current Biology 34, 1739–1749, April 22, 2024
Frequent prophage induction selects for rapid prophage
loss characterized by distinct selective sweeps
As the loss of prophages occurred together with phage- and

AmpR mutations, we next inferred the temporal dynamics of

these genetic changes within the second replicate population

of both r_lys and s_lys subjected to MMC or Amp + MMC selec-

tion. We found that both r_lys and s_lys populations adapted to

MMC through two selective sweeps: during the first sweep, lyso-

gens acquired SRMs that prevented reinfections by free phages.

Once SRM lysogens reached a frequency of �75%, this geno-

type was replaced by fixation of a phage-free SRM genotype

(Figure 3), resulting in the second selective sweep.

To better understand the selective processes underlying pro-

phage loss under MMC selection, we implemented our empirical

observations into a stochastic model of lysogen evolution (see

STAR Methods and Methods S1). Our simulations demonstrate

that these two selective sweeps can be observed if (1) lysogens

carry a growth cost in the presence of free phages despite super-

infection immunity and (2) MMC selection increases prophage

costs due to frequent induction (Figure 3). The proposed growth

cost of free phages on lysogens seems surprising but could be
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Figure 3. Muller plots showing sub-popula-

tion frequencies over time

Muller plots showing sub-population frequencies

over time of a single replicate population from the

selection experiment and our model data averaged

over 100 simulations for s_lys (A and B) and r_lys (C

and D) populations exposed to MMC (A and C) or

Amp + MMC (B and D). Colored areas are pro-

portional to the frequencies of each sub-population

in the population: ancestral WT (gray), phage-

resistant lysogens (blue), c_AmpR from chromo-

somal mutations (green), c_AmpR/AmpR with

phage resistance mutations (purple), the c_AmpR

and phage free (gold), and lastly phage resistant

and phage free with or without c_AmpR (orange/

brown). Plots of empirical data were generated by

combining phenotypic and genotypic assays on

sets of 24 individual clones per population for one

replicate from each treatment and genotype com-

bination. Plots of model data were generated from

an averaging of 100 simulations of that particular

treatment and genotype combination. For details

of model simulations, parameters used, and a

model sketch see also STARMethods, Figures S3–

S5, Table S3, and Methods S1.
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confirmed experimentally (Figure S4A) and can be explained by

repeated adsorption and disruption of the cell membrane.37,38

The presence of free phages significantly reduces the growth

rate of s_lys (t = �26.7, p < 0.001) and r_lys (t = �8.45,

p < 0.001) compared with bacteria that have SRMs preventing

attachment of phage Lambda+ to the bacterial cell.

Prophage-encoded benefits and conflicting selective
forces prolong prophage maintenance
Incontrast toselection in theabsenceofAmp, thesequenced s_lys

population subjected to Amp + MMC exhibited distinct evolu-

tionary dynamics. While different types of adaptive mutations

were observed early on, the ones that swept through the popula-

tion first conferred c_AmpR (Figure 3), followed by the acquisition

of SRMs. This new genotype, which is resistant to Amp plus the

burden of phage absorption, rapidly spread through the popula-

tion, reaching a frequency of nearly 100%. Surprisingly, although
Current
phage-free c_AmpR variants did emerge,

they did not increase in frequency until the

end of the experiment.

Given the limited temporal resolution

achievable with one replicate population

and the apparent need for threemutational

events, we turned to our stochastic model

to investigate the evolutionary trajectory of

s_lys populations under Amp + MMC se-

lection over longer timescales. Running

our simulations over 20 days longer than

the experiment revealed a distinct cascade

of three selective sweeps. As in the exper-

iment, c_AmpR swept rapidly through the

s_lys populations, which suggests that in

our experiment, the selection pressure

imposed byAmpwas stronger than the se-
lection pressure imposed byMMC. In the simulations, c_Ampwas

followed by a sweep of phage resistance via SRM, eventually

leading to the loss of prophages in c_Amp- and phage-resistant

cells. However, the sweep of prophage-free cells only started after

T30, with the mean frequency of prophage carriage decreasing

from 99% on T30 to 20% on T50 (Figure 3), which explains why

prophage carriagewas still very high at the end of our experiment.

Our model shows that, even though prophages are costly, they

can be maintained longer when facing additional selective pres-

sures. This pressure limits evolvability by necessitating consecu-

tive selective sweeps and reducing the population size, thereby

decreasing the mutational supply.

In contrast, r_lys populations exposed to Amp + MMC ac-

quired c_AmpR less frequently and instead acquired the same

two mutation types as in the absence of Amp: emergence of

phage resistance followed by prophage loss. However, in the

presence of both selection pressures, phage-free SRMs did
Biology 34, 1739–1749, April 22, 2024 1743
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not reach fixation but instead co-existed with SRM r_lys lyso-

gens at varying frequencies over time (Figure 3). We hypothe-

sized that this co-existence could be explained by the fact that

enzymatic resistance to ampicillin via beta lactamase is a coop-

erative trait that benefits both Amp-susceptible and Amp-resis-

tant cells. That is because the beta lactamase enzyme secreted

by prophage-carrying r_lys cells can break down the Amp in the

culture, allowing phage-free SRM cheaters to arise and take

advantage of their enzyme-producing kin. We confirmed the

ability of r_lys lysogens to protect phage-free bacteria from an

otherwise lethal concentration of Amp using an ampicillin

removal assay (Figure S4B). By implementing this cooperative

effect of AmpR in our model, we found a lower selection pressure

for chromosomal resistance, while it allowed for faster loss of

prophages in r_lys compared with s_lys populations (Figure 3).

This explains why phage-free cells cannot reach fixation until

c_AmpR is acquired. Otherwise, the protective effect of secreted

beta lactamase would be lost. Taken together, our results sug-

gest that the selective advantage of the prophage-encoded

cooperative AmpR allows the prophage to persist in environ-

ments that would otherwise select for prophage loss.

Simulating the evolution of r_lys lysogens encoding a non-

cooperative resistance mechanism, such as a drug-efflux

pump, predicts even longer maintenance of prophages in

lysogen populations (Figure 4A). This can be explained by the
1744 Current Biology 34, 1739–1749, April 22, 2024
non-cooperative benefit, which does not allow phage-free

cheaters to emerge as they will not be protected from Amp.

Thus, akin to s_lys populations, conflicting selection in environ-

ments that otherwise select against prophages hinders pro-

phage loss as chromosomal resistance is required for competi-

tive growth in these conditions.

Environmental factors trump mutation rates in
determining prophage maintenance
The evolutionary dynamics of prophage loss showed environ-

ment-dependent distinct successions of selective sweeps. To

determine how robust these succession patterns are with

respect to the availability of each genetic change (i.e., the varia-

tion in mutation rates of phage and antibiotic resistance and pro-

phage loss) and the strength of individual selection pressures

(i.e., the effect sizes of MMC and Amp), we explored the sensi-

tivity of the simulation results to parameter variation, using a

linear discriminant analysis (LDA). Our results revealed that mu-

tation rates had little impact on the outcome of our simulations.

Instead, irrespective of the lysogen genotype, Amp selection had

by far the strongest effect on the evolutionary trajectories, fol-

lowed by MMC (Figure 4B).

Generally,we find that not only themagnitudebut also the direc-

tion of the effect caused by the various parameters can change

over time. For s_lys populations for example, the LDA showed
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Figure 5. Contour plot demonstrating the

final frequencies of prophages within our

simulations

Contour plot showing the average frequency of

prophage-carrying bacteria in simulated pop-

ulations for different MMC and Amp effect values.

The frequencywas averaged over all the parameter

sets that share the same Amp and MMC value (but

they contain different mutation rates). Here, we use

10,000 parameter sets for the cooperative r_lys

and s_lys simulations contour plots and 3,335

parameter sets for non-cooperative r_lys simula-

tions. The effect of Amp and MMC pertains to the

killing capacity of the drug (population killed/unit

time) times the concentration of that drug (mg/mL).

The blue solid line indicates where the selective

pressure of MMC is equal to that of Amp. The

purple dots are the MMC and Amp equivalent of

the amount utilized in the selection experiment.

See also Figures S4 and S5, Tables S3 and S4, and

Methods S1.
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thatAmphad thegreatest impactonprophagemaintenance.How-

ever, while it selects weakly for the prophage at T30, it became

neutral on T50 (Figure 4B). That is because Amp substantially

decreased the population size, reducing mutational supply, and

because selection for c_AmpRwas stronger than selection against

the prophage. However, once c_AmpR became more prevalent,

population sizes increased again, and the selection pressure

regardingprophagemaintenanceexertedbyAmpbecameneutral.

This temporal change inAmpselectioneffect canexplain thediffer-

ences in phage production that were seen between replicate pop-

ulations of s_lys under Amp + MMC selection (Figure 1B).

For r_lys bacteria, the frequency of prophage loss was more

strongly determined by the relative effect size of selection pres-

sure for the phage-encoded benefit (Amp) and against the phage

itself (MMC; Figures 4 and 5). r_lys populations with a coopera-

tive resistance gene lost the phage more quickly and to a greater

extent than s_lys populations, and this effect increased with

increasing selection against prophages (Figures 4A and 5). How-

ever, when the resistance gene on the phage was non-coopera-

tive, prophage loss in r_lys populations was significantly lower

than in any of the other scenarios and most clearly determined

by the cost-benefit trade-off between Amp and MMC (Figure 4).

Specifically, selection by Amp outweighs MMC selection in non-

cooperative r_lys populations across a range of sub-MIC values

for both Amp and MMC (Figure 5).

In summary, our findings suggest that prophage maintenance

is influenced more strongly by conflicting selection patterns re-

sulting from environmental factors than mutational availability.
Current
DISCUSSION

Active prophages are key players in the

ecology and evolution of bacterial popula-

tions, with important consequences for

higher order ecological interactions.39

While the benefits of prophages to their

hosts are well established, they also

pose a constant risk of death to their

host bacterium. Here, we investigated
the role of environmental conditions in determining the mainte-

nance and loss of prophages, considering the fitness benefits

and costs associated with active prophages.

We found that prophage maintenance and loss is primarily

determined by environmental conditions that alter the fitness

benefits or costs of an active prophage. In environments that

solely select against the prophage, lysogenic populations can

lose the prophage rapidly. However, conflicting environmental

selection pressures and prophage-encoded benefits can main-

tain prophages, even if prophages are costly. For instance,

prophage-encoded resistance genes, which offer benefits

exclusively to the lysogen that is carrying the prophage i.e.,

non-cooperative benefits, can substantially prolong prophage

maintenance. That is because prophage loss in the absence

of chromosomal drug resistance reduces bacterial fitness. In

this case, prophage loss can be thought of as crossing a fitness

valley, as chromosomal resistance mutations are required first,

but they are either selectively neutral or costly40–42 when the

same benefit is already provided by the prophage. However,

when the prophage-encoded traits are beneficial to other cells

in the populations i.e., cooperative benefits, prophages are

maintained, but only in a small part of the population. In this

scenario, prophage frequencies are most likely contingent

upon the level of protection offered by their gene products,

which can protect phage-free cheaters that are likely to emerge

if selection against prophages is high. However, even in

the absence of prophage-encoded benefits, the presence of

an additional, unrelated selection pressure can maintain
Biology 34, 1739–1749, April 22, 2024 1745
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prophages by reducing population size and selecting more

strongly for other beneficial mutations.

Our combined approach of genomic analysis coupled with

mathematical modeling revealed that prophage loss occurs

through environment-specific successions of selective sweeps.

During the first sweep, lysogenic bacteria acquired SRMs

providing protection against phage infections. This enabled the

second sweep, during which phage-free SRM rapidly increased

in frequency. The rapid spread of SRM in lysogenic populations

may seem surprising, as the integrated phage itself already pro-

tects the bacterium from superinfection. However, it can be ex-

plained by a repeated physiological burden of phage adsorption

to the cell surface.38 Preventing phage adsorption via SRMmight

thus be a beneficial strategy in the presence of high phage ti-

ters43,44 and allows for subsequent prophage loss, which ame-

liorates the cost of frequent induction.

Our simulations demonstrated that prophage maintenance

within a population is predominantly determined by environ-

mentally derived selection pressures. These environmental

pressures can also influence the evolutionary pathways of the

populations by reducing population sizes and thus mutational

supply. Mutational availability, i.e., the rate of obtaining a spe-

cific mutation, on the other hand, was not a major determinant

of the selective sweeps in our experiments (Figure 4B). The

availability of different mutations could have been expected

to play an important role as we observed two types of genetic

changes, single-nucleotide mutations and large deletions. Our

simulations show that these different mutation rates alone do

not lead to significant changes in population structure (Fig-

ure 4B). By highlighting the impact of environmental factors

relative to mutation rates in determining prophage loss trajec-

tories, we suggest that adaptation of bacterial populations to

environmental conditions is less constrained by the availability

of a certain mutation but by the strength of selection for

different traits.

The maintenance of active prophages is potentially analogous

to the plasmid paradox.45–47 Plasmids should be lost from a pop-

ulation due to their high maintenance costs but are frequently

found in bacterial populations because they can carry beneficial

genes, such as resistances to antibiotics or heavy metals.45–47

Similar to plasmids, the net fitness effect of prophages is highly

environment dependent, but their ability to kill and lyse the host

bacterium imposes an additional conflict for their hosts. Despite

this death risk, which can be very costly for a lysogen population,

we show that active prophages can be maintained within bacte-

rial populations if they carry beneficial genes that confer a fitness

advantage to their host. For example, temperate bacteriophages

can contribute to bacterial pathogenesis by helping the bacte-

rium attach to cells, evade the immune system, or produce viru-

lence proteins.48,49–54 These genes are present on prophages

spanning many genera including Vibrio cholera, Salmonella ty-

phimurium,E. coli, andShigella.49,50,55–57 Such beneficial factors

can be thought of as a cooperation between the prophage and

the bacterium, which may be further strengthened by the ability

to deploy free phages as weapons during bacterial warfare.5,58

Our study provides a comprehensive understanding of the

intricate interplay between genetic and environmental factors

that shape the dynamics of prophage maintenance and loss.

By unraveling the complex selection pressures that act upon
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mobile genetic elements, including the importance of accessory

genes encoded thereon, we shed light on the underlying mech-

anisms that drive the selective forces acting on prophages and

their bacterial hosts. Considering the omnipresence of pro-

phages in the bacterial world, our findings hold important

implications for our understanding of bacterial evolution and

diversification in changing environments. By deepening our un-

derstanding of the interplay between genetic and environmental

factors, we can improve our ability to predict and manage the

evolution of microbial populations, and the genetic elements

within them. Such knowledge may contribute to the develop-

ment of strategies for effectively harnessing the potential of

microbial communities and their genetic diversity for various ap-

plications in fields such as biotechnology, ecology, and evolu-

tionary medicine.
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Materials availability
All constructed lysogens and bacterial strains used are available upon request.

Data and code availability

d All genome sequences from this study are deposited to ENA; the accession numbers are present in the key resources table. All

data files are deposited on Dryad at https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.v15dv4206.

d This paper does not report original code

d Any additional information needed to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

The strains of Escherichia coli that we used for our experiments are listed in the key resources table. The phage Lambda+ that we

used is also listed in the key resources table. The construction of lysogenswith phage Lambda+ is described inmethod details. E. coli

was cultured by streaking frozen stocks onto LB agar plates and incubated overnight at 37�C. Individual colonies were picked from

this and placed in 4ml of LB broth incubating for �16 hours at 37� C and 180 RPM. E. coli was regularly grown on LB agar plates or

with LB broth. Isolates were used to make frozen stocks with 25% glycerol at -80�C.
We used Escherichia coli K-12 MG1655, which is cured of phage lambda and contains a constitutively expressed YFP marker to

construct two different lysogens. One lysogen contained Lambda+ which encodes a constitutively expressed Ampicillin (Amp) resis-

tance gene (BlaTEM116).7 The other lysogen contained the same prophage yet lacked the resistance gene. Lysogenization was

confirmed by PCR using primers that target the attB site in E. coli and the int gene of Lambda+.60 In our work, we refer to lambda

free bacteria as non-lysogens (n_lys), to lysogenized bacteria without the resistance gene as susceptible lysogens (s_lys), and to

lysogenized bacteria with the Amp-resistance gene (AmpR) as resistant lysogens, (r_lys).

METHOD DETAILS

Study system and lysogen construction
We used Escherichia coli K-12 MG1655, which is cured of phage Lambda and contains a constitutively expressed YFP marker to

construct two different lysogens. One lysogen contained Lambda+ which encodes a constitutively expressed Ampicillin (Amp) resis-

tance gene (BlaTEM116).7 The other lysogen contained the same prophage yet lacked the resistance gene. Naı̈ve E. coliwas infected

with Lambda+ phage at amodality of infection (MOI) >1. Lysogenization was confirmed by PCR using primers that target the attB site

in E. coli and the int gene of Lambda+.60 Hereafter, we refer to lambda free bacteria as non-lysogens (n_lys), to lysogenized bacteria

without the resistance gene as susceptible lysogens (s_lys), and to lysogenized bacteria with the Amp-resistance gene (AmpR) as

resistant lysogens, (r_lys).

Selection experiment
Experimental design

We initiated a selection experiment to observe prophage maintenance over time in four different selection regimes using three bac-

terial genotypes, i.e., n_lys, s_lys and r_lys in a full-factorial design. With six biological replicates, each originating from single col-

onies, our design resulted in a total of 72 populations. We used the following selection regimes: (i) Amp at IC50 (i.e., 6.4 mg/ml) select-

ing for the prophage encoded AmpR present in the r_lys population, (ii) Mitomycin C (MMC) at a concentration of 0.1 ug/ml which

induces the lytic cycle of prophages causingmassive cell death due to host lysis67,68 (Figure S1) and increases the costs of prophage

carriage for the s_lys and r_lys populations, (iii) a combination of Amp and MMC at the same concentrations as above, to create

opposing selective pressures on the r_lys populations and two competing selective pressures on s_lys populations, and (iv) LB broth

as control.

Experimental setup

We used 10 ml of an overnight culture to inoculate each treatment. All 72 populations were grown in 96 deep-well plates at a total

volume of 1 ml. Every day, we transferred 1% of each population to fresh medium for a total of 30 transfers. After the first 24 hours,

and subsequently every 7 transfers (T), we quantified bacterial and phage population dynamics. Additionally, we froze 100 ml of each

population every transfer in 25% glycerol at -80� C. Concurrently, every seven transfers, we made glycerol cryo stocks of 24 individ-

ual clones from each population which we used for follow-up analyses. At the end of the experiment, we detected contamination in

two s_lys populations and excluded them from later analysis.

Bacterial and phage population dynamics
Bacterial dynamics

Wemeasured bacterial cell counts as cells/ml using a Novocyte Novosampler Pro using 1:1000 dilutions of our cell cultures, following

a previously established protocol in Wendling et al.7
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Phage dynamics

We quantified the number of free phages as plaque forming units (PFU/ml) from each population using a plaque spot assay on a lawn

of phage susceptible ancestral E. coli K-12MG1655 as described inWendling et al.7 In populations exposed to MMC, we observed a

decrease in free phage particles over time (Figure 1). This suggested either (i) a gradual reduction at the population level, resulting

from lower burst size and phage productivity, or (ii) the presence of two different phenotypes, of which one stopped producing

phages completely while the other produced phages at a rate comparable to the ancestral lysogen. To infer the underlying mecha-

nism, we quantified phage production as PFU/ml, as described above, on ancestral clones and transfers 8, and 29 of 24 randomly

selected clones from two s_lys and r_lys populations originating from either the MMC, or the Amp+MMC treatment. This assay

confirmed that the observed decline in free phage particles observed at the population level results from individual clones that

did not produce free phages. This suggested that these clones either lost or inactivated their prophages.

Whole genome sequencing
To infer the underlying molecular mechanism(s) behind the observed loss in phage particle production of individual clones that

evolved in the presence of MMC, we sequenced both single clones and whole populations from the selection experiment.

Sequencing single clones

We sequenced single clones from the s_lys and r_lys populations that originated either from (i) LB (ii) the MMC, or the (iii) Amp+MMC

treatment. We randomly selected two clones from two replicate populations from T8 and T29 as well as one ancestral clone per

genotype.

Sequencing whole populations

We sequenced whole population samples from all 72 populations from the end of the experiment. Additionally, we included two pop-

ulations from the Amp+MMC treatment from intermediate time-points, i.e., T8, T15, and T22 to track the presence of candidate mu-

tations across time.

We extracted whole genome DNA using the GenElute Bacterial Genomic DNA extraction kit from Sigma-Aldrich. Library prepara-

tion andwhole genome sequencing was done at the Functional Genomics Center Zurich (FGCZ) using a NovaSeq Illumina sequencer

giving us FASTQ files with an average coverage of over 100 3.

Sequence analysis of individual clones

We performed a quality check and trimmed Illumina adapter sequences using Trim Galore with FastQC on the trimmed reads.63,64,69

We analyzed these trimmed and filtered reads using breseq (Bacterial Genome Resequencing Tool) (v 0.35.5) using a high-quality

genome of the lysogenic E. coli K-12 MG1655 as reference (ERA18570755).61 Next, we filtered the mutation predictions from breseq

using the R statistical language70 as follows: first, we removed mutations resulting from differences between our ancestor and the

reference strain. Second, we filtered mutations so that only those present in populations that were treated with Amp, MMC or

Amp + MMC remained. In addition, we assembled our reads into contigs using the de novo genome assembly algorithm of SPAdes.

We used our genome assemblies with PHASTER to verify the presence/absence of phage Lambda+.66,71 Lastly, we used ResFinder

(v 4.0) to search for antibiotic resistance genes in each sample.62,72

Sequence analysis of whole populations

Quality check and trimming was done as described for single clones. We examined the presence of mutations using breseq with the

same reference as above (ERA18570755) using the polymorphism option.61 We exported breseq results into a table and extracted

mutations related to phage resistance, chromosomal Amp-resistance (c_AmpR) and the frequency of Lambda+ carriage using the

same method as for individual clones (Table S3).

Quantifying candidate mutations over time
Whole genome sequencing revealed three major types of genetic changes. This includes presence/absence of Lambda+ as well as

mutations associated with phage and Amp resistance. Next, we analyzed the frequency and dynamics of these mutations over time.

We used the same set of clones, i.e., 24 randomly selected clones from transfers 1-7, and 29 from two s_lys and r_lys populations that

were either exposed to MMC or Amp+MMC, across analyses to generate a clear timeline of when phage loss as well as phage and

antibiotic resistances emerged and spread in each population. We refer to this set of clones from here on as ‘‘candidate clones’’.

Phage loss

Whole genome sequencing revealed that clones that no longer produced free phage particles lost Lambda+. To infer the dynamics of

this prophage loss we used clonal PCRs on our candidate clones with primers for Lambda+ as described above.

Genomic evidence of phage resistance

First, we inferred the molecular mechanisms underlying phage resistance and their temporal dynamics. Whole genome sequencing

revealed two different phage resistancemechanisms: (i) super-infection exclusion (SIE), where the presence of Lambda+ protects the

host cell from additional infections, or (ii) surface receptor mutations (SRM) wheremutations inMalT, a protein involved in cell surface

receptor production, prevent Lambda+ from binding to the host cell.24–26,73,74 To infer the nature of these two phage resistance

mechanisms over time, we quantified the presence of Lambda+ and SRMs on our candidate clones.
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Surface receptor mutations and phage resistance

Whole genome sequencing of single clones andwhole populations revealed SRMs inMalT. Mutations inMalT comewith a pleiotropic

effect, i.e., a deficiency in the uptake of maltose. This deficiency can be used to phenotypically infer phage resistance of individual

clones using TTC agar plates26 onwhich we tested our candidate clones. As positive and negative controls, we used theDMalT strain

from the KEIO collection and each respective ancestral clone.59

We combined the two datasets, prophage and SRM presence, to construct the temporal dynamics of prophage loss and phage

resistance and the molecular mechanism behind it, i.e., SIE or SRM.

Surface receptor mutations versus superinfection exclusion

Using our genomic and phenotypic data, we selected 24 clones of s_lys and r_lys from the ancestral population and another 24

that developed SRM. We also selected 24 clones of n_lys bacteria as a control. We tested these clones for their resistance to

phage infection by performing an RBG (Reduction of Bacterial Growth) assay as described in Wendling et al.7. Briefly, we used

overnight cultures of each clone and inoculated 2 sets of 96 well LB plates with �13108 CFUs/ml; we subsequently added

�83108 PFUs/ml of phage Lambda+ to each well of one of those sets of 96 well plates. After 24 hours, we plate the same amount

of bacteria in the phage containing and phage-free plates. The RBG values are calculated from the difference in growth between

these two types of plates.

Ampicillin resistance

Whole genome sequencing revealed two trends regarding phage encoded ampicillin resistance (AmpR). (1) Under MMC selection,

r_lys clones that lost their prophage also lost the phage encoded AmpR and likely became susceptible to Amp (2) under Amp selec-

tion, populations previously susceptible to Amp acquired non-synonymousmutations in genes commonly associated with resistance

to beta-lactam antibiotics.27–31 Therefore, we tested the phenotypic resistance to Amp of these two populations.

r_lys populations. To test whether r_lys populations that lost Lambda+ and its encoded AmpR, we performed aMinimum Inhibitory

Concentration (MIC) assay using six clones from every evolved r_lys population subjected to all four selection regimes. We used Amp

concentrations of 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256 mg/ml to estimate the MIC and measured their OD600 at T0 and after 24 hours. We

then used the difference between the twoODmeasurements to infer Amp resistance. A difference greater than 0.10 between the final

and initial bacterial density indicated appreciable growth and thus resistance to Amp. To detect changes in the IC50, the concentra-

tion needed to inhibit 50% of the population, we fitted these growth data to a Hill function.75,76

s_lys and n_lys populations. We tested s_lys and n_lys populations subjected to Amp for the presence of chromosomal Amp-resis-

tance (c_AmpR). We analyzed the AmpMIC of six clones that were used for PCRs and TTC assays using the same protocol as above

for r_lys bacteria. To get a complete resistance profile of each population, we additionally tested the resistance of all 24 clones at the

IC90 and IC99 concentrations of Amp. We grew each clone overnight at 37� C and re-inoculated them into 96-well plates containing

one of two different concentrations of Amp corresponding to the IC90 and IC99 of the ancestral WT and measured OD600 at T0 and

after 24 hours.

Ampicillin removal

In the Amp+MMC treatment, we noticed the coexistence between phage-carrying and phage-free clones. This suggested that

phages carrying the BLA-TEM resistance gene were degrading Amp allowing clones that were both phage free and antibiotic sus-

ceptible to grow even when they lacked chromosomal mutations conferring Amp resistance. To confirm this, we tested the ability of

lysogens carrying AmpR to degrade Amp in liquid culture by performing an antibiotic removal test. To do so, we separately inoculated

ancestral n_lys, s_lys, and r_lys bacterial populations containing the maximum concentration of Amp that r_lys bacteria can tolerate,

i.e., 256 mg/ml and incubated them at 180 rpm overnight at 37� C. Cultures were then centrifuged at 5000 RPM for 10minutes and the

supernatant of each population was removed, and filter sterilizedwith a pore size of 0.2 mm.We plated the filtered supernatants on LB

agar plates to confirm that no viable bacteria were present therein, and we performed a phage spot with the filtered supernatant to

confirm the absence of phages. Next, we inoculated the supernatant of the r_lys cultures, which we expected to contain beta lacta-

mase and the control supernatants of the n_lys and s_lys cultures with both the ancestral n_lys or ancestral s_lys populations, both of

which are susceptible to Amp and incubated them overnight at 37� C at 180 rpm. We measured OD600 at inoculation and after 24

hours to measure bacterial growth in each of the supernatants. We also tested the ability of Amp to induce phages by performing

phage spot assays on the supernatant of our Amp treated populations (Figure S2C) and spotting our MIC assay supernatant as

well. We do not see production of phages in these populations outside of the very first day which was the same for those not treated

with Amp as well. We therefore concluded that Amp did not influence the induction of phages. This was also tested in previous work,

where we did not find evidence of Amp inducing Lambda+.7

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis
All statistical analysis was done in R (v 4.1.3) using RStudio (v 2021.09.0).70 If not otherwise stated, we report mean(s) and standard

error(s). For all analyses aimed to compare differences in free phages and bacteria we excluded control populations, i.e., n_lys pop-

ulations as well as control treatments, i.e., LB and Amp. To compare temporal dynamics of phage and bacterial population sizes

across the remaining genotypes and treatments we used a generalized least squares model (gls) suitable for time series data (pack-

age nlme v3.1 – 160) with time, treatment, and genotype as well as all interactions as fixed effects we also tested for autocorrelation
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within our time series data using theDurbinWatson test (package car v3.1 – 2).77We used pairwise t-tests (package stats) to compare

the change in phage population size from T8 to T29 in specific populations.

Stochastic model of prophage maintenance across environments
Model structure

We used a stochastic model of a well-mixed environment to simulate the evolutionary dynamics of Lambda+ lysogens, including all

experimentally observed bacterial populations. We used a separate set of ordinary differential equations for each of the four treatment

types with either type of bacterial lysogens,Ns lysand Nr lys (seeMethods S1). The equations are based on population genetics models

where populations growat population-specific net growth rates (gx) and competition is implemented through a commoncarryingcapac-

ity (Ktotal). We do not explicitly model the free bacteriophage population because lysogen populations do not get (productively) super-

infected. However,we approximate killing due to phages inMMC treatments for phage-free and not phage-resistant bacteria by a death

rate b. Bacterial cells also have a reduced growth rate (gs_lys, gr_lys) when they are susceptible to phage attachment (see below).

Depending on the treatment, bacteria die due to the killing effect of Amp (ε) and/or due to the killing caused by prophage induction

through MMC (a). The effect of a drug on bacterial growth, i.e., ε or a, is usually related to the concentration of a drug via a sigmoid

curve (pharmacodynamic function). As the drug concentrations used in our model and LDA are in a regime far below theMIC (minimal

inhibitory concentration), we approximate the drug effect however through a linear effect parameter. Subsequently, the concentra-

tions of Amp and MMC are given by A and M, and are the same as in our experiment, 6.4 mg/ml and 0.1 mg/ml, respectively. The

impact of Amp or MMC on a bacterial population is then given by the combination of the drug concentration and its killing effect.

A and M are decaying at rates dA and dM respectively, and Amp is degraded additionally in r_lys simulations with cooperative pro-

phage-encoded resistance at a rate g and proportional to the population size of prophage carrying bacteria.

Here, we describe the genetic changes allowed in the most complex model variant, where antibiotic susceptible lysogens (Ns lys)

are subjected to both MMC and Amp (see Methods S1 for details on adjustment of subpopulations and genetic changes in other

model variants). We allow for three possible mutations to occur in s_lys populations in any order but without back-mutations:

(i) chromosomal antibiotic resistance mutations at rate ms that confer complete resistance to the population (Ns), (ii) chromosomal

surface receptor mutations at rate mlres conferring resistance to bacteriophage infection (Nlres),
38 and (iii) loss of the prophage at

rate mDl (NDl). Note, that prophage loss is usually caused by a large deletion, hence we assume this mutation rate to be lower

than for phage and Amp resistance, which can be caused by one or fewmutations.We assume that mutational changes occur during

replication, i.e. in the model equations, mutation terms are dependent on the growth rate of themutating strain. We allow however for

mutational events even when the carrying capacity is reached (strictly speaking, Ktotal describes the bacterial limit without taking

mutational changes into account).

We assume that chromosomal receptor mutations increase the growth rate of the mutant cells (glres) as they are no longer nega-

tively affected by repeated phage adsorption (35) (Figure S4A). While cells that carry the lysogen are immune against superinfection,

phage adsorption is still possible and costly, presumably due to disruption of the membrane integrity (Figure S4A). In the model, the

costs stemming from phage adsorption are captured implicitly in reduced growth rates of cells without surface modifications as they

might not die but still suffer a growth cost.

For r_lys populations, we did not allow chromosomal resistance to arise as the lysogens were already AmpR. Emergence of chro-

mosomal resistance was therefore only possible after a cell lost the prophage. We tested this assumption in an additional set of sim-

ulations, where we allowed chromosomal resistance to appear in any of the populations, but the pattern of prophage loss did not

change substantially as double resistance was not more beneficial than either chromosomal or lysogen resistance alone (Figure S5).

To investigate the effect of cooperativity in the phage-encoded benefit, we performedmodel simulations where the prophages car-

ried antibiotic resistance that provided purely an individual, non-cooperative benefit and compared it with the simulations where pro-

phages provided cooperative antibiotic resistance. The non-cooperative benefit was achieved by removing the additional Amp

degradation by resistant lysogens (i.e., setting g to 0).

Details of equations and populations used in different model versions were adjusted as appropriate to the experimental setup and

are detailed in Methods S1. We simulated the ODEmodel stochastically in R 3.6.0 using the adaptivetau package.70,78 We simulated

this model for 50 transfers, and after each transfer 1% of the population was chosen randomly (R function sample) to make up the

starting population of the next transfer. We started each transfer again with the chosen initial concentration of Amp andMMC. Based

on empirical observations Amp andMMC affect bacterial population size only after a set time-period, which we included in our model

as a delayed input time for Amp and MMC. We used the tidyverse suite of packages to take the averages of the 100 runs for each

version of our model and plot them.79 Below are the series of equations used for implementing our model for s_lys bacteria being

treated with Amp+MMC.

Ntotal = Ns lys +Ns lys;s +Ns lys;Dl +Ns lys;Dl;s +Ns lys;lres +Ns lys;lres;s +Nslys ;lres;Dl +Ns lys;lres;Dl;s
dNs lys

dt
= gs lysNs lys

�
1 � Ntotal

Ktotal

�
� gs lysmDlNs lys � gs lysmlresNs lys � gs lysmsNs lys � εANs lys � aMNs lys
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dNs lys;s

dt
= gs lys;sNs lys;s

�
1 � Ntotal

Ktotal

�
+gs lysmsNs lys � gs lys;smDlNs lys;s � gs lys;smlresNs lys;s � aMNs lys;s
dNs lys;Dl

dt
= gs lys;DlNs lys;Dl

�
1 � Ntotal

Ktotal

�
+gs lysmDlNs lys � gs lys;DlmlresNslys ;Dl � gs lys;DlmsNslys ;Dl � εANslys ;Dl � bNslys ;Dl
dNs lys;Dl;s

dt
= gs lys;Dl;sNs lys;Dl;s

�
1 � Ntotal

Ktotal

�
+ gs lys;smDlNs lys;s +gs lys;DlmsNs lys;Dl � gs lys;Dl;smlresNslys ;Dl;s � bNslys ;Dl;s
dNs lys;lres

dt
= gs lys;lresNs lys;lres

�
1 � Ntotal

Ktotal

�
+gs lysmlresNs lys � gs lys;lresmDlNs lys;lres

�gs lys;lresmsNs lys;lres � εANs lys;lres � aMNs lys;lres
dNs lys;lres;s

dt
= gs lys;lres;sNs lys;lres;s

�
1 � Ntotal

Ktotal

�
+ gs lys;smlresNs lys;s + gs lys;lresmsNs lys;lres � gs lys;lres;smDlNs lys;lres;s � aMNs lys;lres;s
dNs lys;lres;Dl

dt
= gs lys;lres;DlNs lys;lres;Dl

�
1 � Ntotal

Ktotal

�
+ gs lys;lresmDlNs lys;lres +gs lys;DlmlresNs lys;Dl � gs lys;lres;DlmsNs lys;lres;Dl

� εANslyslres;Dl
dNs lys;lres;Dl;s

dt
= gs lys;lres;DlsNs lys;lres;Dls

�
1 � Ntotal

Ktotal

�
+ gs lys;lres;smDlNs lys;lres;s + gs lys;Dl;smlresNs lys;Dl;s +gs lys;lres;DlmsNs lys;lres;Dl
dA

dt
= � dAA
dM

dt
= � dMM

Model fitting

We fitted individual parameters of the model using a direct search algorithm designed for nonlinear multivariable functions in R (fmin-

search in the Pracma package) based on a deterministic version of our model. We typically fitted two parameters at a time, starting

with growth rate and carrying capacity of s_lys and r_lys populations. We used a growth curve of the ancestral lysogen grown in

nutrient-rich media (Figure S1B) for fitting, using as initial values estimates for the maximal growth rate of s_lys and r_lys as obtained

with the package growthcurver in R on those growth curves and 13109 as the starting carrying capacity. We used the fitted growth

rates and carrying capacities for further parameter fitting. We fitted the effects of the two drugs Amp andMMC (ε and a) together with

their decay rates (dA and dM) to growth curves of s_lys treated separately with MMC or Amp at the same concentration as in the se-

lection experiment (Figure S1A). We used starting values ranging from 0.1 to 10 to fit the effects of Amp and MMC and their decay

rates based on the two extremes of fast death or decay within an hour to very slow death or decay of much longer than 24h. To fit the

mutation rates, we used data on the frequency of each type of mutation estimated from 24 clones per population per transfer for the

first seven transfers of the experiment, and we used mutation rates estimated from the literature as the initial value for each rate (Fig-

ure 3).80,81 Themutation rates were fitted one at a time with all the other rates being fixed. The fittedmutation rate approximations are

in agreement with published mutation rates of E. coli genes.80

The package fminsearch is sensitive to the initial values given as it can get stuck in local optima. Hence, we tested the robust-

ness of our fitted values by varying our initial values over a wide range: for mutation rates we use initial values spanning 4 orders of

magnitude, for growth rates and rates of drug effectiveness we used initial values from 0.5-2x the initial estimate described above.

Using the fitted parameter set within our stochastic model gave a qualitatively good fit between the model and our empirical data

(Figure 3). Further, we tested the robustness of our overall results with a parameter sensitivity analysis in the mutation rates and
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effect sizes of Amp and MMC. For a list of parameter values used in the simulations and the parameter sensitivity analysis (LDA)

see Tables S3 and S4.

Parameter sensitivity analysis (linear discriminant analysis)

We tested the sensitivity of our simulation results to variations in the magnitude of drug effects and to variations in mutation rates

using Latin hypercube sampling and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) as we expect mutation rate and drug concentration to be

influential in the loss of prophages.82 We created 10,000 sets of parameters using Latin hyper-cube sampling (R package lhs)83 to

evenly cover the sampling space for variation in five parameters: mutation rate to phage resistance (mlres), mutation rate to Amp-resis-

tance (ms), mutation rate to prophage loss (mDl), the effect of MMC (a), and the effect of Amp (ε). We used parameter values for mu-

tations rates that evenly covered either side of our fitted values, but we used Amp and MMC effect values which were centered on a

smaller value than our fitted one (but included our fitted one) as higher values led to a high percentage of simulations where all pop-

ulations die out. We ran 100 replicate simulations of each set of parameters for 50 transfers, at which point the system has generally

reached steady state (as tested for a subset of parameters).

The results were categorized into different classes and analyzed using LDA in R (lda from the packageMASS).84 The classes were

based on prophage presencewithin the population, resulting in amajority phage containing class (> 51%), amajority phage free class

(> 51%) and a mixed class where neither phage containing, nor phage free bacteria were dominant. We plotted an overview of the

relative amounts of these classes as bar plots (Figures 4A and S5) by utilizing a subset of 3335 parameter sets of the 10,000 param-

eter sets that had the same parameter values in all three simulation scenarios, s_lys, r_lys (cooperative), r_lys (non-cooperative). (We

used 2000 parameter sets for the simulations where chromosomal Amp-resistance mutations were allowed in r_lys bacteria.) LDA

was then used to determine which parameters separate these classes maximally.82 The magnitude and direction of the parameter

arrows show their significance in separating certain classes, which correlates with the magnitude of their impact on the simulation

results (Figure 4B).

The results of the LDA were used to visualize the relative impact of the two selection pressures MMC and Amp on prophage main-

tenance at T30 and T50 (Figures 4 and 5). For our visualizations, we removed simulations where every sub-population becomes zero.

For the LDA plots, we averaged the frequency of prophage-carriers over 100 different simulations using the same parameter set of

mutation rates, MMC and Amp effect values. We also visualized our results with contour plots that show the frequency of prophage

carrying populations at a particular combination of Amp and MMC effect. For our contour plots, we averaged the frequency of pro-

phage carriers over all simulations done for a parameter combination of MMC and Amp values (meaning that mutation rate param-

eters were not necessarily the same between simulations used for averaging).
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